
"AIDS Treatment News was the first thing that gave me hope after my diagnosis."
——Belinda Mason, former member, Presidential Commission on AIDS

AIDS Treatment News keeps you informed of public-policy developments, whether they involve changes in clinical trials or the drug-approval process. The newsletter can help you learn how to overcome obstacles in obtaining medication, and provides news about the prevention of illnesses commonly associated with HIV. AIDS Treatment News gives you information you can use every day.

"If I had to limit myself to a single piece of paper coming into my office, it would be AIDS Treatment News."
——Terry Hart, Director of Client Services, Monterey County AIDS Project

Every day there is a wealth of AIDS/HIV news published. The writers and researchers of AIDS Treatment News sort through the many and varied reports to give you a reliable, dependable, and unbiased resource for AIDS/HIV information. Thousands of readers rely on AIDS Treatment News.

"AIDS Treatment News is a vital weapon for all those combating HIV on the front lines!"
——Donald I. Abrams, M.D., Assistant Director, AIDS Program, San Francisco General Hospital

Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, UCSF

In the words of our readers,

**AIDS TREATMENT NEWS**

...is a vital resource...
...makes treatment information accessible...
...has demonstrated unfailing commitment to presenting timely and accurate information...
...provides high quality research on the latest treatments...
...performs an invaluable service...

AIDS Treatment News is your opportunity to have the latest information on AIDS treatments and public policy delivered directly to you, twice each month. Each issue will give you insight into treatment options currently in use by physicians, clinicians, and people with AIDS/HIV. AIDS Treatment News is dedicated to giving you a thoroughly accurate publication with a style of writing that is useful for physicians, but accessible to people with AIDS/HIV.

For more information, or to receive a free sample issue, please call 1-800-TREAT-1-2 or 415-255-0588, or write to us at ATN Publications, P.O. Box 411256, San Francisco, CA 94141.

**AIDS TREATMENT NEWS**

**ACCURATE. DEDICATED. RESPECTED.**

AIDS Treatment News maintains a policy of mailing our newsletter available to readers, regardless of their ability to pay the established subscription rate. The vast scope of the AIDS epidemic has, however, necessitated the creation of a Special Assistance Fund that will continue to make AIDS Treatment News available to the ever-increasing number of people with AIDS/HIV who have financial difficulties. If you would like to help, please phone 1-800-TREAT-1-2 or 415-255-0588, or write to us at P.O. Box 411256, San Francisco, CA 94141.

AIDS Treatment News respects the confidentiality of our readers. Each issue is mailed first class in an envelope that ensures discretion. Our mailing list is never sold to nor exchanged with other organizations or publications.

Printed on recycled paper

CONCEPT AND TEXT BY DENNIS BUSH (415) 864-8805
AIDS Treatment News sets the standard for providing accurate, topical information on AIDS treatments and public policy. Founded by John S. James in 1986, AIDS Treatment News, a twice-monthly newsletter, collects information from interviews with physicians, scientists, and people with AIDS/HIV, as well as background material from medical libraries and on-line databases. Since its inception, AIDS Treatment News has been in the vanguard of AIDS-related publications, reporting some of the earliest information available on many treatments, including aerosol pentamidine, NAC, flucanazole, compound Q, hypericin, and combination therapies.

"In my own area of practice, I don't have ready access to information on clinical trials, new drugs and treatments, and public-policy issues. AIDS Treatment News is the most accessible and reliable in all these areas — in one publication. In my work as an HIV clinician, there has to be confidence that the material on treatments is accurate and dependable, and I trust AIDS Treatment News for important medical information that is well researched. Because of its language accessibility, I am also able to share AIDS Treatment News with my patients."  
—Janet Simms, R.N., HIV Clinician,  
Los Angeles County/USC Medical Center

"AIDS Treatment News is a must read for anyone who needs accurate, timely information on the epidemic. It's an indispensable resource for all people who want today's treatment news on the major health issue of our time."
—Robert Bray, Public Information Director,  
National Gay & Lesbian Task Force

"I am continually impressed with the timely, informative content of AIDS Treatment News. Your newsletter provides up-to-date, cutting-edge news, provocative interviews, as well as in-depth, accurate literature reviews of important AIDS treatment issues. It is a vital resource for both my patients and myself."
—Jessica Anne Clarke, M.D., Ph.D.  
HIV/AIDS Services, California Medical Facility,  
California Department of Corrections

In a world with more questions than answers, AIDS Treatment News is dedicated to giving you cutting-edge information about treatment options and insight into public-policy issues. Led by editor and publisher John S. James, AIDS Treatment News has a full-time staff devoted to providing their readers with a thoroughly accurate publication. Staff members come to their current positions from a wide variety of health and human service backgrounds, as well as community-related pursuits.

AIDS Treatment News is your eyes and ears in following treatment developments. You will be kept up-to-date about treatment options available and in use, right now. The newsletter alerts readers to obstacles in obtaining drugs and presents insightful reporting about preventing opportunistic infections. Staff writers follow developments in clinical trials and the drug-approval process. Additionally, AIDS Treatment News provides readers with information about insurance and healthcare benefits. AIDS Treatment News gives you information you can use every day, in a style of writing accessible to people living with AIDS/HIV and caregivers without compromising its usefulness to physicians and other medical professionals.

"As an AIDS service organization, it is important that we are able to provide our membership with timely, reliable information which will assist them in disease management and provide them with a resource which will help them to be current on the latest and best treatments available. We value AIDS Treatment News because it provides us with high quality research on the latest new treatments and assists our membership in their understanding of important public-policy developments."
—J.R. McEvoy, Executive Director,  
Boston Living Center

"For me, AIDS Treatment News makes treatment information accessible... it successfully puts difficult medical information into readable terms. AIDS Treatment News is an essential source of valuable treatment information in many arenas, from community-based organizations, to doctors' offices, to government agencies, to corporate board rooms."
—Phill Wilson, AIDS Coordinator,  
The City of Los Angeles

"I rely on AIDS Treatment News to help keep my clients up-to-date on treatment issues. The information is presented in a clear, concise and, most importantly, easy to understand format. Thank you for doing such an outstanding job!"
—Karen Geney, M.S.W.  
Hemophilia of Georgia, Inc.

AIDS Treatment News is one of the primary treatment resources for community-based organizations and government agencies throughout the United States and internationally. Because of the insightful articles presented in each newsletter, case workers and counselors are consistently able to recommend AIDS Treatment News to their clients.

AIDS Treatment News received first place honors from the 1990 Newsletter Association Journalism Awards, a 1990 Gay and Lesbian Press Association Award, the 1989 Civic Achievement Award from the Gay and Lesbian Alliance, 1988 Outstanding Journalist Award from San Francisco Cable Car Awards, and a 1988 Community Service Award from Bay Area Physicians for Human Rights.
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